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COVID-19 Isn't Taking Time Off for the Holidays
It has been a challenging year, and we hope you, your staff, and your loved ones are
staying healthy. Unfortunately, the pandemic still has a strong foothold in our communities.
We are eagerly monitoring news of treatments and vaccines in hopes this virus will soon
be a memory.
While we wait for amazing breakthroughs, we continue to make coverage decisions in the
best interest of our members and providers. View our most current information by clicking
the button below.
Read More

Mountain Health CO-OP Announces No-Cost Share Value
Preventive Drug List for All Plans in 2021
Beginning January 1, 2021 our CO-OP
Value Preventive Drug List provides no
cost coverage for hundreds of drugs in 8
different therapeutic categories even before
members meet their deductible or out-ofpocket expenses. This means that CO-OP
members will not have any cost-share for
medications listed in our value-based
preventive drug list.

In addition to the no-cost share coverage for preventive medications listed in the
Affordable Care Act (ACA), this list expands preventive drug coverage. It is available to
ALL Mountain Health CO-OP plan members, including those in Individual and Family
Plans, Small Group Employer Plans, and Large Group Employer Plans.
Click the button below to view the CO-OP's Value Preventive Drug List for 2021.
View List

Appeals - Member Consent Forms
Effective April 1, 2021, a signed member consent form will be required with all pre-service,
prior authorization appeals. The member consent form can be found on our website by
clicking the button below.
Additionally, if you submit an appeal for a denied claim on a member’s behalf, a signed
member consent form should be included. Please note this will count as a member
appeal.
However, a member consent form is not required for Provider Disputes related to the
provider’s contract with the plan, such as payment/contract disputes, claim, coding or
bundling edits.
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Utilization Management Decision Guidelines
We are committed to ensuring that services provided to our members meet nationally
recognized guidelines provided in the appropriate setting (inpatient or outpatient), and that
the length of stay can be supported for medical indications. We reference nationally
recognized InterQual and Hayes criteria when determining medical necessity.
You can view many of our Medical, Administrative, and Reimbursement Policies or
Pharmacy Medication Policies online. For those not yet available, we would be happy to
provide you with a copy of the criteria we use to make utilization management decisions
free of charge. To request UM criteria, call the UM team at 888-271-5870, option 2, or
email your request to UUHP_UM@hsc.utah.edu.

Is your Provider Directory
Information Up-to-date?
Now is a great time to look up your office’s
providers in our online provider directory
to ensure all of your information is correct.
Select the type of plan, the network(s) on
which you participate, and then type in the
providers’ names to verify their information.
Need to change anything? Complete and submit a Provider Information Update Form
online. Be sure to complete all appropriate fields—like languages spoken or handicap
accessible—to make your information as complete as possible with one update.
Did you know you can also have a link to your practice’s website displayed in our
directory? Your patients will appreciate having helpful, accurate information at their
fingertips. You can also use the Provider Information Update form to provide your website
if you wish to have it listed in our directories.
Click the button below to download the Provider Information Update Form.
View Form

Open Enrollment for Individual and Family Plans
The end of the year is a busy and exciting time for all of us. As the open enrollment
season begins, individuals and families are given the opportunity to select their coverage
for 2021. With so many options available, patients often ask their trusted healthcare
professional which carrier they would recommend. If you happen to receive this question
from a patient, family member, or neighbor, please keep the CO-OP in mind. We have
state-wide options available with national and international coverage for emergency
situations. We have enhanced our benefit plans so that our members receive more
coverage and pharmacy prescriptions at no cost to them.
Read more and discover the CO-OP difference by clicking the button below.
Read More

Shared Decision-Making Tools for Patient-Centered Healthcare
Mountain Health CO-OP is excited to promote the use of shared decision-making (SDM)
tools to involve our members in their healthcare decisions. Beyond pamphlets or reference
information materials, SDM tools help guide a patient through treatment decisions with the
collaboration, guidance, and expertise of their clinicians.
Learn more about the benefits of using these tools and find additional resources by
clicking the button below.
Read More

Is your CAQH profile updated with "PLI"?
The Council for Affordable Quality Healthcare (CAQH) has updated their Professional
Liability Insurance (PLI) page to make it easier for providers to manage their PLI records
and to ensure clinicians are providing the information necessary for credentialing. Among
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several changes is the first question: “Are you covered under a professional liability
insurance policy?”
Also new to the PLI is the requirement of a document to support the information entered.
All PLI documents are validated against the portal data to ensure the Provider’s name,
expiration date, and policy number match the details you entered in your profile. If the
information does not match, the document will be rejected. Update the portal data, then
resubmit the PLI document.
Visit CAQH to update your PLI or view additional resources by clicking below.
Visit CAQH

Coverage Updates to Specific Codes
As responsible stewards of our members’ healthcare needs and premium dollars, we
continually review recommendations from federal agencies and trusted medical literature
to make decisions regarding delivery and reimbursement for medical services. Recent
literature reviews indicate the need for the following coverage updates.
CPT 33508, Endoscopy, surgical, including video-assisted harvest of vein(s) for coronary
artery bypass procedure
Endoscopic harvesting of saphenous vein grafts is a well-proven, less-invasive technique
of harvesting grafts for coronary artery bypass than traditional long-incision or skin bridge
methods, with comparable efficacy and a reduced incidence of complications. After careful
review of available medical literature, effective July 1, 2020, Mountain Health CO-OP
covers CPT 33508 for members when medically appropriate.

Reporting Domestic Abuse,
Neglect and Exploitation
Incidents of domestic abuse, neglect, and
exploitation traditionally escalate during the
holidays; unfortunately, with the pandemic,
law enforcement and other protective
agencies are already seeing a marked
increase in domestic violence compared to
previous years.
To ensure the health and safety of children and adults, join us in our commitment to
ensure everyone in your office is educated about how to recognize and report suspected
instances of abuse, neglect, and/or exploitation of children, adults, or families.
Any health care provider who treats or cares for a person who suffers from any wound or
other injury inflicted by the person's own act or by the act of another should immediately
be reported to a law enforcement agency. In addition, any person who has reason to
believe that an elder or disabled adult is being abused, neglected, or exploited should be
immediately reported to Adult Protective Services (a division of Aging and Adult Services)
or the nearest law enforcement agency.

Behavioral Health Resources
Now more than ever, identifying and responding to suicide risks and reporting behavioral
health care coordination are critical. To learn how to report and respond through the COOP, please click the button below.
We are here for you and your patients this holiday season.
More Info

Pharmacy Updates
Stay updated on all the changes happening with our pharmacy. Visit the Pharmacy Forms
and Guidelines page to review information or click the button below to get updates on...
Short-acting Insulin,
Continuous Glucose Monitors,
Hemophilia Products,
Surescripts,
Diabetes Test Scripts,
Intravenous Iron Therapy, and
Pharmacy Prior Authorizations.
Learn More
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Coverage Policy and Prior
Authorization Updates
Mountain Health CO-OP Health Plans uses
coverage policies as guidelines for
coverage determinations in accordance
with the member’s benefits. Effective
January 1, 2020, all new and updated
policies, including policies for services
requiring prior authorization, are posted on
our Coverage Policies website for 60 days
prior to their effective date.
Click the button below to read the updates in full.
Learn More
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